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Abstrat

A formal analysis of until within the framework of Dynami Event Semantis is

presented. It derives the frame points of until -lauses from their aspetual lass.
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1 Introdution

1.1 Some Data

Any analysis of until in English must explain the following two phenomena. First, there is

an aspetual restrition on the sentene in the main lause. Only sentenes are admitted

that are aspetually either of type ativity or state, (1a). Sentenes of type aomplishment

or ahievement are exluded, witness (1b).

(1) a. John ran=was ill until Mary arrived.

b. *John ate an apple=reahed the station until Mary arrived.

If the aomplishment expression in the main lause is negated, (2a), or progressivized,

(2b), the sentene beomes aeptable (similarly for an ahievement expression). This

hange in aeptability is expeted beause both negation and the progressive trigger

an aspetual shift. Expressions of type aomplishment or ahievement are turned into

expressions of type state.

1

1

The same holds for expressions of type ativity. They too are turned into stative expressions as the

test with at-adverbials shows.
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(2) a. John didn't eat an apple until Mary arrived.

b. John was eating an apple until Mary arrived.

. John ate apples until Mary arrived.

Example (2) shows that the aspetual properties of the whole sentene and not only that

of the underlying verb do matter. As the test eat apples *in ten minutes=for ten minutes

shows, eat apples is an expression of sort ativity and not of sort aomplishment.

The seond phenomenon has to do with the dependene of the interpretation of an

until-sentene on the aspetual properties of the subordinate lause.

(3) a. John was jobless until Mary built a house.

b. John wathed TV until Mary ran.

In the ase of (3a) John must have been without a job either at least up to the beginning of

Mary's building a house or to the end point of her building the house. For instane, in the

�rst situation John ould partiipate in building the house whereas in the seond situation

he ould have got a job after the house was �nished beause Mary started running a

business in it and needed o-workers. For an aomplishment expression the time spei�ed

by the until-lause up to whih the event denoted in the main lause must at least go on

is therefore not uniquely determined. If a speaker wants to uniquely determine this frame

point

2

he has to use aspetual verbs that diretly refer to the beginning or the end of an

event or the perfet, e.g. by using began to build , �nished building , or had built in (3a).

On the other hand, for (3b) with an ativity expression in the subordinate lause only the

�rst of the two interpretations is available: John must have been wathing TV at least up

to the beginning of Mary's running.

The diÆulty for an analysis of until is that this dependene of the frame point on the

aspetual lass of the until-lause annot be explained in purely temporal terms. The run

time of eah event has both a beginning and an end point, irrespetive of the aspetual

properties of the lause that is used to refer to it. It is even possible to refer to one event

with two sentenes that belong to distint aspetual lasses. For instane, John walked

and John walked to the store an both be used to refer to a partiular walk of John. Yet,

the �rst sentene is of type ativity whereas the seond is of type aomplishment.

It is important to note that the event denoted by the main lause an go on beyond

the frame point, as example (4) illustrates.

(4) John didn't talk until the lawyer arrived. He even ontinued his silene after the

lawyer had arrived.

a. John did not work at noon.

b. John was working at noon.

Both sentenes admit a non-inhoative, non-habitual reading. For a detailed analysis of onstrutions of

the form not . . . until where until is taken in its adverbial use, see de Swart (1996).

2

Called so with referene to Hamann (1989), aording to whom temporal lauses \frame" the referene

time of the main lause.
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The end-of-proess interpretation is a onversational impliature at best. Aording to

Hamann (1989) it an be derived from the \be informative" maxim, sine the until-

sentene tells nothing about the time after the frame point. A more suggestive explanation

is that on the pragmati level until often has a ausal onnotation, espeially if the main

lause is negated. The event referred to in the subordinate lause is interpreted to ause

the state or proess desribed in the main lause to stop. But suh a ausal relationship

is not part of the semantis of until itself.

1.2 Until in Logi and Programming

A standard formalization of until in the guise of temporal logi is the following �rst-order

de�nition (e.g. Goldblatt, 1992, van Benthem, 1996):

(5) P untilQ = fx j 9y(x < y ^ Qy ^ 8z(x � z < y ! Pz))g .

3

Here, < is the relation of temporal preedene between time points and the shemati

letters `P ' and `Q' stand for prediates denoting time points. (P and Q are also alled

\propositions".) Beause of this restrition to stative expressions, de�nition (5) obviously

falls short as an approah to over the semantis of until in natural language as revealed

in setion 1.1.

Another formalized ourrene of until , well known to everybody familiar with imper-

ative programming languages, is the repeat-until onstrut. Its de�nition in terms of

Propositional Dynami Logi is as follows (e.g. Kozen & Tiuryn, 1990):

4

(6) repeatA untilQ = A Æ

�

(?:Q ÆA) Æ ?Q ,

where Q is a proposition and A is a program, or, talking syntax, the shemati letters

`Q' and `A' stand respetively for monadi and dyadi prediates. With respet to the

appliation we have in mind we interpret \programs" as binary relations between time

points. Sine we assume in addition the set of time points to be linearly ordered, this

framework shows some aÆnity to Dynami Modal Logi (see van Benthem, 1996) restrited

to linear frames. A translation of (6) into �rst order logi plus anestral is possible by

using the �rst order de�nitions of the test and omposition operators `?' and `Æ'.

5

Dynami Logi is appealing beause it overomes the restrition to stative expressions,

that is, to monadi prediates over times. The formal language is \exogenous" with

respet to transitions { they are expliitly mentioned { in ontrast to temporal logi,

whih is \endogenous" in this respet (f. Kozen & Tiuryn, 1990). Nevertheless, several

drawbaks are to notie. A �rst inonveniene onerns the interpretation of programs as

relations between time points. What is to say about two time points besides temporal

3

Some readers may prefer `�x(: : : x : : :)' over `fx j : : : x : : :g'. This makes no di�erene beause our

notation for abstration an be read syntatially; see Quine (1969) for bakground.

4

We prefer onsistent pre�x notation for unary operators and assume them to have smallest possible

sope.

5

?P = fxy j x = y ^ Pxg , A ÆB = fxy j 9z(Axz ^ Bzy)g. The anestral

�

R of a binary relation R

is

S

fR

n

j n � 0g.
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order? Obviously, that something happened between them, or, to be more spei�, that

something happened starting at the one point and ending at the other. It seems reasonable

to make this referene to events expliit, that is, to make the logi exogenous with respet

to events. For this purpose we replae programs by event types.

In order to allow traing of the hanges brought about by events we assume two

funtions � and ! suh that �`x and ! `x are respetively the beginning and the end point

of an event x.

6

(6) an then be rendered into

(7) repeatE untilQ = (E ^ ! :Q) _

?

(E ^ ! ::Q) � (E ^ ! :Q) ,

where the operators ` : ', `�' and `

?

' are de�ned as follows. R :Q is the inverse image (the

\Peire produt") of a set Q by a binary relation R.

7

Sequening `�' and iteration `

?

'

make reourse to a funtional ternary omposition relation C between events. `Czxy' is

to be read as `z onsists of x followed by y'. The relation between the event sequening

and their beginning and end is aptured by postulate

(8) Czxy ! �`z = �`x ^ ! `z = ! `y ^ ! `x = �`y .

A further restrition on C ensures assoiativity of the sequening operator `�':

8

E � F = C\(E�F ) = fz j 9xy(Czxy ^ Ex ^ Fy)g .

9

The de�nition of

?

F now simply is

�

(C\F )\F . Eah event of type

?

F onsists of a �nite

number of suessive subevents of type F . Expression (6) di�ers from (7) in appearane

beause there is by de�nition at least one suh subevent.

10

Although (7) overomes the restrition to stative expressions ritiized in (5), it seems

to be orthogonal to the requirements for an analysis of the data presented in setion

1.1. The until lause desribes a state whereas the \main lause" { the \body" of the

repeat-until onstrut { denotes an event, i.e. a \dynami" entity. Aording to setion

1.1, on the other hand, the main lause of the until-sentene is restrited to state and

ativity desriptions. A loser look, however, reveals that (7) is quite adequate as a logial

analysis of examples like (9), where the main lause has an iterative reading and the

subordinate lause desribes a state.

(9) Mary knoked at the door until John was awake.

6

Here, funtions are funtional relations. Holding with Quine (1969) against the tide, `Fxy' has to be

read as `x is the F of y' (and not the other way around). `F `y' stands for `�x(Fxy)'.

7

R :Q = fy j 9x(Rxy ^ Qx)g .

8

9x(Czxy ^ Cxuv)$ 9w(Czuw ^ Cwvy).

9

R\Q = fx

1

: : : x

m

j 9y

1

: : : y

n

(Rx

1

: : : x

m

y

1

: : : y

n

^ Qy

1

: : : y

n

)g (Image of Q by R).

10

There is a strong resemblane to Arrow Logi, Amsterdam style; f. van Benthem, 1996. The operations

�, � : , ! : , and

?

obey e.g. the following identities, whih follow from the de�nitions.

E � F ^ ! :Q = E � (F ^ ! :Q) ,

E � (� :Q ^ F ) = (E ^ ! :Q) � F ,

?

(E ^ ! ::Q) � (E ^ ! :Q) = E �

?

(� ::Q ^ E) ^ ! :Q .
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2 Event Dynamis and Aspetual Theory

2.1 Dynami Event Semantis

It is ommon nowadays in natural language semantis to adopt an approah, often dubbed

as \neodavidsonian", whih assumes non-stative verbs to make referene to ations and

events. We go beyond this in that we make exessive reourse to the time ourse of events,

their evolution in time, and the hanges of states brought about by them. Besides allowing

for an aspetual lassi�ation of verbs (setion 2.2), this will prove to be the adequate level

of analysis in order to apture the frame point of until lauses as well as its variability

(setion 4). Our framework might be referred to as Dynami Event Semantis (Naumann,

1997a,b).

The basi idea an be rephrased in terms of the notion of hange, whih omprises at

least two perspetives that are omplementary to but interwoven with eah other. On the

one hand, a hange is an event; on the other hand, it is a novel state whih is brought

about by an event, that is, the result of a hange in the �rst sense. The seond aspet of a

hange, hanges as transformations of states, is aptured in Propositional Dynami Logi

where programs are interpreted as binary relations between time points. The disadvantage

of this approah, as emphasized in setion 1.2, is that the �rst aspet is not aptured at all.

Changes as transformations are derived objets, i.e. relations between time points. They

are not treated as \�rst lass itizens" of the domain of entities. This latter perspetive

is aptured in event semantis (e.g. Krifka, 1992), where events are individual entities.

Event semantis rei�es events and desribes their mereologial struture by algebrai

laws. The relation to the temporal domain is given through the temporal extension of

events, by whih temporal preedene and overlap of events are de�nable. What is not

taken into aount is the inherent temporal diretion of events { presumably beause of

an unreeted transfer of ideas from mereologial theories of plurals and mass nouns. Dy-

nami Event Semantis laims to overome this restrition by uniting the two perspetives

of the notion of hange mentioned above.

Referring to time points and events is linguistially justi�ed. Indubitable prediates

of the latter are nominalizations of non-stative verbs. In the following, event prediates

(event types) might be thought of as sentene radials in the sense of Galton (1984), that

is, as \tenseless sentene frames". We assume time points to be linearly ordered by < and

two funtions � and ! as in setion 1.2. A further assumption is that everything takes

time, i.e. �`x < ! `x for eah event x.

11

To keep things simple, intervals (periods) are

treated as (onvex) sets of time points.

12

Setion 1.2 introdued a prediate `C' to express that events onsist of onseutive

subevents. An event x is alled an initial segment of an event y, in symbols, x C y, i�

there is an event z suh that Cxyz. In the following this relation will typially be used to

state that all initial segments of an event x are of the same type E. One way to express

this is that x is of type :(:E �>), with > as the most general type. Sine this is the only

use of sequening (besides the analysis of iterates given above) more restrited operators

11

The reasons are, besides experiene of life, more on the tehnial side than a matter of priniple.

12

For a more appropriate alternative see e.g. Kamp & Reyle, 1993.
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are onvenient: `3

#

E' for `E � >', i.e. for `fx j 9y(y C x ^ Ey)g', and `2

#

E' for `:3

#

:E'.

Note that sine �`x < ! `x, (8) implies that if x C y then x 6= y.

Events are supposed to have an \ative argument" by whih we mean the entity that

undergoes the hange brought about by the event at hand. In the ase of running events

it is the runner, in the ase of eating events the thing eaten. Let us assume an operation

� whih takes event types to funtional relations between entities and events, the former

being objets that take part in the latter. Suppose further that �E xy i� y is of type

E and x is the ative argument of y with respet to event type E.

13

The hange the

objet undergoes is aptured by an additional time-dependent property. More about that

in setion 2.2.

The status of states notoriously alls for reetion.

14

Con�ning ourselves to opula

sentenes we ould say that the entity denoted by the subjet serves as the \ative"

argument (better to be alled \stative" now) of the state desribed. The relevant property

of the argument, whih in this ase is onstant in time, is expliitly given in the state

desription by the prediative adjetive (or noun). If a opula sentene desribes John as

being ill then John is the ative argument and being ill the relevant property. The state

type (the prediate) at question is not being ill but someone's being ill . To oin a slogan,

a state is always a state of someone or something.

15

In the following we refer to states

and events both as eventualities.

2.2 Aspetual Classi�ation

In this setion we sketh a theory of the aspetual distintion between aomplishments

and ativities. Related lassi�ations are teliity vs. ateliity and terminativity vs. du-

rativity . The �rst lass of verbs is often haraterized to have an \intrinsi ulmination

point". Obviously, this term is intensionally loaded sine the ulmination point is idential

to the terminal point, and terminal points are nothing spei� to aomplishments. The

phenomenon at question annot be haraterized in purely temporal terms, to repeat an

insight of setion 1.1.

Aording to Krifka (1992), teli event types are haraterized by (10).

16

(10) 8xy(Ex ^ Ey ^ x v y ! x = y) (Quantized Referene)

This property, however, is both too strong and too weak to haraterize aomplishments

(Naumann, 1997a). It is too weak beause every �nal segment of a walk to the store

is a walk to the very same store.

17

It is stronger than neessary sine we an do with

13

It would not be adequate to assume suh a relation independent of the type of the event as one annot

exlude misleading ontingenies. For an event token an satisfy more than one event prediate, that is,

an be of more than one type, and di�erent desriptions may pik out di�erent ative arguments. Thus,

to be the ative argument of an event is not an extensional but a oneptual question, that is, a question

of desription.

14

It is indisputable that states an be referred to: Mary was happy. As usual, this state didn't last long.

15

Note that an approah whih treats states as time intervals would not be appropriate beause two

people ould by aident always be ill at the same time (one interval is enough), whih would make it

impossible to determine the \ative" argument of that state.

16

`x v y' means that x is a temporal segment of y.

17

This is admitted by Krifka (1992).
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initial segments. An appropriate haraterization of aomplishments therefore is given

by ondition (11a), whih prevents initial segments to be of the same type as the omplete

event.

(11) a. E � :3

#

E , that is , 8xy(Ex ^ y C x! :Ey) .

b. E � 2

#

E , that is , 8xy(Ex ^ y C x! Ey) .

Initial segments of ativities, in ontrast, are of the same type as the ativity in question.

This harateristi property is expressed by (11b).

A mere lassi�ation like (11) does of ourse not explain the aspetual di�erene. Krifka

(1992) pursues the idea to derive the aspetual lass of an event type from properties

of the themati relation that is borne by the a�eted objets (the patients, themes, or

whatever) to the a�eting events. The explanatory mehanism is a \transfer" of mereo-

logial properties by themati relations.

18

Krifka's approah, though aiming in the right

diretion, is not apable of an adequate represention of the temporal dimension of hanges

and events. Verb of motion examples like John walked to the store seem not to involve

an objet that is inrementally a�eted. At least this assumption would all for a rather

indiret and arti�ial onstrution.

In the following, we propose a more exible framework whih does not put all the

burden on a themati relation. Suppose E is an event type of sort aomplishment. The

termination point of type E events has to be haraterized by a ondition on their ative

arguments. This ondition neessarily depends on the event type. To this end, let us

assume an operation � whih takes an event type E to a funtional relation between time

points and entities suh that �E xy i� at time point x the event of whih y is an ative

argument with respet to E terminates or is already over.

If, for example, E is the lass of eating events then the things eaten bear the relation

�E to the orresponding eating events and �E is borne by those time points to the things

eaten at whih they are eaten up. Sine `�E' does not make referene to events of any

type, the termination ondition does not depend on event tokens, as desired. Reversible

aomplishments like John �lled a bottle and John emptied a bottle make this point learer.

In both ases, the ative argument is a bottle. � takes the �rst event type to a relation

whih is borne by time points to bottles that are full at that time. Appliation to the

seond event type, on the other hand, leads to emptiness.

Let �E be �E Æ �E. By de�nition, Ex i� (�E Æ �E)(! `x; x). Note that the end

point of a type E event that bears �E to an event x is not neessarily the end point of

x. This an happen, for example, if the same bottle is involved in suessive �llings and

emptyings. The distintion between aomplishments and ativities relies on the state the

ative argument must be in when the orresponding event terminates. This state holds the

�rst time during an event at its end if the event is of type aomplishment, as expressed

by (12a). For ativities, in ontrast, the state holds as soon as the event has started,

formalized by (12b).

(12) a. 8x(Ex ! �E(! `x; x) ^ 8y(�`x � y < ! `x ! :�E yx)) .

18

The formal de�nition uses lattie homomorphisms.
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b. 8x(Ex ! 8y(�`x < y � ! `x ! �E yx)) .

Let us all the ruial property of the ative argument the transition property in ase

of ativities and the result property in ase of aomplishments. If the event is of type

pushing a art then the transition property of the art is that it has moved by having been

pushed, if the event is a walk of John then John is the ative argument and his having

hanged loation by walking ounts as transition property.

But, obviously, also aomplishments de�ne transition properties for their ative ar-

guments. At the linguisti level they show up as ontinuous forms. If the event type is

the eating of an apple then, as soon as the event has started, parts of the apple have been

being eaten. Therefore, we assume an additional operation �

0

besides �, whih gives

the transition property of the ative argument and oinides with � in the ase of ativi-

ties.

19

The analysis given in setion 4 of the twofold frame point of until-lauses ontaining

aomplishments relies heavily on these two properties of the ative argument.

20

Our approah to apture the dual harater of the notion of hange has muh in om-

mon with the two-level dynami arhiteture as put forward by van Benthem (e.g. 1996),

whih allows stati traing of dynami proedures by the interation of stati projetions

and dynami modes, the former taking proedures to propositions and the latter taking

propositions to proedures. An example of a projetion is the test operation ? of setion

1.2. A dynami mode of partiular interest in the urrent ontext is the so-alled minimal

(or strit) updating given in (13).

(13) �-beP = fxy j x < y ^ Py ^ 8z(x � z < y ! :Pz)g .

Extending the terminology of Dowty (1979) minimal updating ould be alled the minimal

beome operation (see Naumann, 1997a,b). Beause of its strutural similarity to (12a)

this mode haraterizes in a sense the event types of sort aomplishment.

21

It an easily

be lifted to Dynami Event Logi. Propositions are then transformed into event types as

spei�ed in (14).

(14) �-beP = ! :P ^ :3

#

(! :P ) = ! :P ^ 2

#

:(! :P ) .

3 Temporal Clauses

3.1 Referene Time

It is generally assumed that the primary funtion of a temporal subordinate lause onsists

in determining a time (i.e. an interval or a time point) with respet to whih the main

19

As the attentive reader will notie, we shift the burden of explanation to a good part to the proper

expliation of �E and �

0

E. See Naumann, 1995, for details.

20

Questions of aspetual omposition and aspetual shift have to be put aside here. For example, the shift

from walk to walk to the station modi�es the aspetual lass of the event type by adding a result property

of the ative argument. Also a hange of the ative argument seems to be possible, as in alternations like

John loaded hay into the wagon and John loaded the wagon with hay .

21

The identity between (�-beP )\> and :P untilP , using de�nition (5), hints at a lose relationship

between the semantis of ahievements and until -lauses. Note that this is a ase of a strit until -ondition

beause both prediates are logially inompatible.
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lause is interpreted in aordane with the temporal relation expressed by the temporal

onjuntion. Consider the examples in (15).

(15) a. While John wathed TV, Mary worked on her dissertation.

b. When Mary arrived, Bill was wathing TV.

Assuming that John wathed TV from two o'lok to four o'lok and that Mary arrived

at noon, the sentenes in (15) remain true if the temporal lauses are replaed respetively

by between two o'lok and four o'lok and at noon. Sine temporal adverbials of this

kind are usually taken to determine (or at least to restrit) the referene time of the

main lause, it seems reasonable to attribute the same funtion to the respetive temporal

lauses. A �rst hypothesis then is that the referene time of the main lause oinides

with the referene time of the temporal lause (whih is the event time for the examples

in (15)). This is an instane of what Hamann (1989) alls an indiret approah to the

semanti analysis of temporal onjuntions. What is temporally ordered by the temporal

onjuntion are assumed to be the referene times and not the event times of main and

temporal lause.

22

As observed by Hamann, the assumption that temporal onjuntions diretly order

the referene times is not without problems, as shown by examples involving temporal

measure phrases like two seonds before. Beause of this and other problems Hamann

raises the question of whether the notion of referene time should at all be used for the

interpretation of temporal lauses. Based on the di�erene between the interpretation of

(3a) and (3b) Hitzeman (1991) and Tovena (1995) put forward a similar argument. That

the interpretation of until-sentenes depends on the aspetual lass of the sentene in the

until-lause poses a problem for both indiret and diret approahes: Despite their di�er-

ene in aspetual behaviour, the sentenes John walked and John walked to the store an

be used to refer to the same event. In this ase, there is only one event time, whih is iden-

tial to the referene time (sine both sentenes have simple tense). Thus, independently

of the temporal relation expressed by until , the use of these sentenes in until-lauses

should lead to the same range of interpretations, ontrary to the data.

In this respet until di�ers from other temporal onjuntions like while or after . In

ontrast to until these temporal onjuntions do not impose aspetual restritions on the

main lause. This does not imply that the interpretation of the temporal relation annot

be sensitive to the aspetual properties of the modi�ed expression. For instane, if the

modi�ed sentene is of type aomplishment or ahievement, while requires the event de-

noted by the main lause to (ompletely) our on the interval denoted by the temporal

22

A standard argument against diret approahes, whih assume temporal onjuntions to impose a

temporal order diretly on the event times, is that they annot explain the di�erene between (a) and (b).

a. When John left, Mary breathed a sigh of relief.

b. When John had left, Mary breathed a sigh of relief.

(Aording to ommon wisdom, the perfet is interpreted as expressing a relationship between event time

and referene time whereas tense morphems are interpreted as determining the relationship between speeh

time and referene time.)
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lause whereas for sentenes of type state or ativity the event time an properly inlude

the run time of the event denoted by the while-lause. On the other hand, while does

impose an aspetual restrition on the subordinate lause. Aspetual lasses like ahieve-

ments or points that orrespond to event types denoting point-like events are exluded, or

are only aeptable if the while-lause is interpreted as a progressive or an iteration. What

is aspetually distinguished by while therefore are point and ahievement expressions from

aomplishment and ativity expressions.

23

Thus, whereas the aspetual restrition im-

posed on a while-lause onerns the distintion between atomiity and non-atomiity, the

aspetual restrition imposed on an until-lause onerns a di�erent (aspetual) level.

As the examples in (3) show, an until-lause always determines a time point (its frame

point) even when it denotes a (non-minimal) interval, as this is the ase for aomplishment

and ativity expressions. Furthermore, the fat that for an ativity expression in the until-

lause only the beginning and not the end point is a possible frame point shows that in

addition a point must be haraterized by some property that is not purely temporal in

order to be determinable. Further evidene is provided by the adverbial use in examples

like John was jobless until Deember , whih allows two readings. Aording to the �rst,

John had no job at least until the beginning of Deember. On the seond reading he was

jobless at least until the end of Deember.

24

Taken together, until di�ers from while in

imposing no requirement on the length of the interval in the temporal lause and spei�ng

a time point whereas while-lauses de�ne a non-minimal interval and speify an interval.

Another question that naturally arises in onnetion with temporal lauses is whether

it is possible to anaphorially refer bak to their referene time. In general, the answer in

negative, as example (16) illustrates.

(16) After John left, Mary breathed a sigh of relief. This was at six.

It is the referene time of the main lause that is referred to. Only if the temporal

onjuntion permits the referene times of both lauses to oinide, the referene time of

the temporal lause might (aidentally) also be referred to. An example is (16) with after

replaed by when.

3.2 The Semantis of Until

To reveal the semanti funtion of until , reall that the event denoted by the main lause

must go on at least up to the frame point of the until-lause. Viewed from this perspetive

the semanti funtion of an until-lause is similar to that of a for -adverbial.

25

It imposes

a lower bound on the run time of the event denoted by the main lause.

26

The aspetual

23

For suggestions how to analyze ahievement and point verbs see Pinon (1997) or Naumann (1997a).

24

There is a third reading aording to whih John was jobless at least up to some point in Deember. In

this ase, Deember is taken as an element of the sequene of months. On this reading John was without

a job at least until Deember as opposed to November or January.

25

This observation is also made by Hitzeman (1991).

26

Note that for -adverbials are in general interpreted in a non-strit sense, i.e., they allow the run time

to be longer than the interval denoted by them.

John ran for ten minutes. In e�et, he ran for twenty minutes.
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restrition imposed by for -adverbials is exatly the same as that imposed by until on the

main lause.

27

(17) a. John wrote=�nished the letter in ten minutes=*for ten minutes.

b. Bill ran=was ill *in ten minutes=for ten minutes.

Only expressions of type ativity or state an be modi�ed by a for -adverbial. Aom-

plishment and ahievement expressions are both exluded. For in-adverbials one gets the

inverse behaviour. Furthermore, in ontrast to temporal adverbials like during the night

or after midnight neither for - nor in-adverbials an be interpreted as restrition on the

referene time relative to whih the unmodi�ed sentene is evaluated. Semantially, a

for -adverbial takes an event lass to the sublass of all events whose run time is at least

of the length of the interval denoted by the argument-NP of the for -adverbial. Elements

of this sublass an then be related to an independently given referene time. Thus, a

for -adverbial diretly restrits the run time of an event by imposing a lower bound on its

length, independently of any referene time that is spei�ed by some other onstituent.

Until -lauses di�er from pure duration adverbials in that they at least partly determine

the referene time of the main lause.

28

For instane, John ran until Mary arrived only

asserts that on the interval [x; y℄ John ran (was running) where y is the frame point of the

until-lause (the time of Mary's arrival) and x is given ontextually. This is ompatible

with John running beyond y up to some time point w. But it is equally ompatible with

John having been started to run at some v before the ontextually determined x. The

interval [x; y℄ with respet to whih it is required that John ran in order that John ran until

Mary arrived is true, is then only a subinterval of run time of John's maximal running

event [v; w℄. But this is exatly the ondition that must hold between referene and event

time in the ase of durative (imperfetive) expressions. It is therefore possible to interpret

the interval [x; y℄ as the referene time with respet to whih the main lause of the until-

sentene is interpreted. It follows that an until-lause partly determines the referene time

of the main lause by setting its right border to the frame point. Consequently, the run

time of the event denoted by the main lause is indiretly restrited by the requirement

to enlose [x; y℄.

In ontrast to while, for example, the semanti funtion of an until-lause does there-

fore not onsist in temporally ordering the referene (or event) times of the main and

the temporal lause. The semanti funtion of an until-lause is similar to that of tem-

poral adverbials like yesterday or at noon by determining the referene time of the main

lause, i.e. the lause they modify. The di�erene onsists in the way the referene time

is determined. Whereas temporal adverbials like yesterday determine it ompletely, an

until-lause only determines its end point. The di�erene between until and while an be

summarized as follows: While does not determine the referene time of the main lause

and imposes a temporal order on the referene times. Until partly determines the refer-

27

The analogy also holds for point verbs like hit and knok where the modi�ation with for -adverbials

triggers an iterative reading, witness (9).

28

See also Hamann, 1989.
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ene time of the main lause and does not impose a temporal order on the referene times

of main and subordinate lause.

4 Synthesis

What remains to be done is to integrate the above analysis of until into the formal frame-

work of setion 2. Reall that the relation �E, whih is de�ned as �E Æ�E, is borne by

those time points to an event x of type E, at whih x terminates or is already over. This

is the ase, if E is of sort aomplishment. For ativities, on the other hand, every time

point at whih x is taking plae bears this relation to x too.

The earliest of these points after the beginning of the event is a possible frame point

for an until-lause of type E. Let 
E be the funtional relation given by

(18) (
E)`x = min

�

fy j �`x � y ^ �E yxg .

Similarly, let 


0

E be the relation de�ned as (18) with �E replaed by �

0

E Æ�E. Then,

(


0

E)`x is the �rst time point at whih x is taking plae, irrespetive of the aspetual lass

of E. 
E oinides with 


0

E if E is of sort ativity (or state), and gives the ulmination

point of type E events for aomplishments.

Taken together, 


0

E and 
E determine the possible frame points of until-lauses of

type E. This leads to the following (approximate) analysis of until :

(19) D untilE = fx j 9yz(Dy ^ Ez ^ x E y ^ (! `x = (


0

E)`z _ ! `x = (
E)`z))g .

The spei�ed eventualites are the initial segments of the eventuality denoted by the main

lause `D', whih end at one of the frame points determined by the subordinate lause `E'.

A minor and straightforward modi�ation of (19) would integrate the referene time of

until-sentenes in aordane with setion 3.2. It has to be emphasized that the remaining

indeterminay onerning the atual hoie between the possible frame points is not part

of semantis but, as Steedman (1997) notes in the related ase of when-lauses, a matter

of knowledge representation and proessing.

The aspetual restrition imposed on the main lause is not aounted for by (19).

Neither event types of sort aomplishment nor of sort ahievement are exluded. This

additional restrition is formulated as a presupposition. Sine the until-lause funtions

as a restrition on the end point of the main lause, it is presupposed that this point

is potentially restritable. This exludes teli event types whih determine their end

point inherently, suh as aomplishments and ahievements. A more satisfying explana-

tion, whih we have to postpone, would work on the basis of a fully developed theory,

whih, �rst, analyzes aomplishments as \inorporated" (strit) until-lauses (as already

skethed in setion 2.2), and, seond, allows to derive that an iteration of until-adverbials

is impossible on axiomati reasons. Though at an early stage of development, we regard

our approah as a promising step towards suh a alulus.
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